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In this paper we study in detail the relationship between fans and valuations first 
uncovered by Brocker (see [2/). Our techniques are somewhat different, as our 
valuations are constructed by “brute force” from the properties of the fields 
involved. This approach has the advantage in that the valuation theory it yields can 
be directly related to the structure theory for spaces of orderings as developed by 
Murray Marshall. See ( I I-141. We also discuss several applications. which include 
results in K-theory. 
0. INTRODUCTION AND BACKGROUND 
Let K be any field. By W(K) we shall denote the Witt ring of quadratic 
forms over K. (For the definition see [9] or [lo].) We recall that the 
elements of W(K) are isometry classes of (nonsingular) anisotropic quadratic 
forms defined over K. (Anisotropic means that they do not represent zero 
over K.) Addition in W(K) is given by the direct sum, and multiplication is 
induced by the tensor product. Thus, for example, if K is real closed, then 
W(K) z P, with each quadratic form corresponding to its signature in Z. 
The isometry class of the quadratic form alX: + . . . + a,,Xi in W(K) will 
be denoted by (a,,..., a,). In particular, in this notation we have (a, ,..., a,) + 
@ 1 ,-**, b,) = (a, v..., a,, 6, vs.., b,), (a,, . . . . a,) - (b, ,..., b,) = (a, b, ,a.., 
u,b,,, ,..., u,b ,,..., unb,) and (1, -1) = 0. 
Let K be a real field, and let T be a preordering of K, i.e., Tc K with 
K.’ E T, T . Tc T, and T + Tc T. T is called a fan in case it happens’ that 
whenever a CE -T, T + UT= TV UT. Fans are closely related to valuations, 
as we shall see in the next section. We also refer the reader to [ 1, 2, 41. 
A formally real field is called Pythagorean if every sum of squares is a 
square. It is not difficult to see that a field K is Pythagorean if and only if its 
Witt ring W(K) is torsion free as an additive abelian group. Given any 
formally real field K one can form its Pythagorean hull KPY, which is the 
* Appeared as part of the author’s Doctoral Thesis, Princeton, 1979. 
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smallest Pythagorean field containing K. One obtains an exact sequence: 
O-+ W,(K)+ W(K)-+‘= W(K,,), where W,(K) is the subring of torsion 
elements of W(K) and i* is the functorial map. i*(W(K)) is called the 
reduced Witt ring of K. 
Pythagorean fields (and reduced Witt rings) play an important role in the 
study of quadratic forms. One especially nice property of Pythagorean fields 
often used is the fact that (1, a) represents b in K if and only if b > 0 
whenever a > 0 in some order, <, of K. This follows from the Artin-Schreier 
theorem, and the fact that sums of squares in K are squares. In fact, W(K) is 
completely determined by K./K.* and the set of orders X, of K, whenever K 
is Pythagorean. 
This result led Murray Marshall and others to define and study “spaces of 
orders” abstractly, apart from their Witt rings. In this case the space of 
orders of K is the pair (X,, K./K.‘), where X, is regarded as a set of odd 
characters on the elementary 2-group K./K.*. With this in mind, Marshal1 
gives the following abstract characterization for “spaces of orders”: 
DEFINITION (Murray Marshall). A space of orderings is a pair (X, G), 
where G is an elementary 2-group and X is a subset of the character group 
x(G) = Hom(G, (1, -l}) satisfying 
0,: X is closed in x(G). 
0,: If x E G satisfies a(x) = 1 for all a E X, then x = 1. 
0,: There exists a (necessarily unique) element -1 E G such that 
a(-1)=-l for all aEX. 
0,: If f and g are forms over (X, G) and if f 0 g is isotropic, then 
there exists x E G such that x E Df and -x E D,. 
We must explain the terminology of 0,. A form f of dimension n over 
(X, G) is an n-tuple (x, ,..., x,,) of elements of G. The signature offat a E X 
is a(f) = C;=, a(xi) E B. Two forms A g are called congruent, f = g, if 
a(f) = a(g) for all a E X. Addition and multiplication of forms are defined 
as above in the Witt ring. Finally, f represents x E G (expressed x E D,) if 
there exists JJ~,..., y,, E G such that f = (x, J)~,..., y,,), and f is called isotropic 
if for some ~7, ,..,, y,, it happens that f = (1, -1, y3 ,..., J’J. 
It should be clear that the space of orders of any Pythagorean field 
satisfies the above axioms. Conversly, in [ 111 Marshall shows that any finite 
(abstract) space of orders is the space of orders of some Pythagorean field. 
The corresponding question for infinite spaces remains open. 
In this paper we are concerned with two basic procedures for constructing 
new spaces of orders out of old. First there is the direct sum (X, G) = 
(X,,G,)@...@(X,,G,), which is defined by G=G,@...@G, and X= 
x,u ... U X,, , where a E Xi is defined to act trivially on Gj whenever i # j. 
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Second, there is the group extension (X, G) = (X’, G’) x H, which is defined 
by G = G’ @ H and where X is the set of all extensions of elements of X’ to 
G. Marshall has shown that the axioms 0,) O,, O,, and 0, are preserved 
under these operations. We remark that in the direct sum case -1 is the 
element (-l,..., -1) E G, 0 . s. @ G,, and in the group extension case -1 is 
the element (-1, 1) E G’ @ H. 
The main result of this paper is that these decompositions of the space of 
orders of a Pythagorean field correspond to valuation theoretic decom- 
positions of the field itself. These results extend the work of Brocker [ 2 ] and 
of Brown in [4]. In Section 4 we discuss a question of E. Becker regarding 
higher Pythagorean fields, giving a partial answer to this question. The most 
interesting algebraic application is given in Section 5, where we establish 
some new results relating Milnor’s K-theory of some Pythagorean fields to 
their graded Witt rings and Galois cohomology. 
We conclude this introduction with a brief discussion of this problem. Let 
F be a field. The usual definitions of Algebraic K-Theory give K,,(F) 2 H, 
and K,(F) z F’ (=the multiplicative group of F). The operation in K,(F) is 
denoted additively, and by I: p -+ K,(F) we shall mean the previous 
isomorphism. (Thus I(&) = f(u) + f(6) E K,(F).) Following the well-known 
definition we set K,(F) = K,(F) @ K,(F)/J, where J is the subgroup of this 
tensor product generated by the “symbols” f(x) @ I( 1 -x) for all x # 0, 1 in 
F. See [ 15 ] for more details. 
In [ 15 ] Milnor extends the above definitions and defines groups K,(F) for 
all n E N. He defines K,(F) =K,(F)@ ..a @K,(F)/J,,, where J, is the 
subgroup of this n-fold tensor product generated by elements of the form 
f(x,) 0 ... @ f(x,), where xi = 1 -xi for some i # j. One obtains a graded 
ring K,(F) = (K,,(F), K,(F),...) where multiplication is induced by the tensor 
product. We remark that these “higher K-groups” are not the usual K-groups 
studied by K-theorists today; in fact in [ 151 Milnor acknowledges that his 
definition is rather “ad hoc” in character. Nonetheless, K,(F) has proved to 
be a very important invariant of the field F, which we shall refer to’ as 
“Milnor’s K-Theory of F.” 
Of particular interest in quadratic form theory is the quotient ring k,(F) = 
K,(F)/2K,(F). We clearly have that k,(F) z b/2Z, and that k,(F) z F/F.‘. 
Let Ic W(F) be the ideal of even-dimensional forms of W(F). Milnor 
constructs two natural maps. First he defines s,: k,(F) + Ifl/l,+ ’ by mapping 
f(x,) @ ... @ f(x,) w ((-x, ,..., -x,)) where ((-x1 ,..., -x~)) = @y=, (1, -xi) 
is an n-fold Pfister form. Second, he defines h,: k,(F) + H*(F; h/2Z), where 
H*(F; Z/22) is the Galois cohomology of F with Z/2h coefficients. h, is 
induced by f(x) w [x] E H’(F; Z/22) z F./F’, where &(a @ p) = 
h,(a) U h,(J). This map makes sense as the quaternion algebra (x. 1 -x)/F 
is known to split for all fields F. 
In Milnor’s paper [ 151 the question was raised that s, and h, might be 
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isomorphisms for all n E N. This is known to be true for all local and global 
fields (cf. [ 151). In [6 ] Elman and Lam showed that s, is an isomorphism 
and that h, is injective whenever F is Superpythegorean, or is a S.A.P. 
Pythagorean field. We show in Section 5 that this is also true whenever F is 
a Pythagorean field whose space of orders has finite chain length. 
Following Ware in [ 161, we shall denote the maximal 2-extension of F by 
F, and we denote the Galois group Gal(p/F) by G,(2). An analogue of 
Milnor’s map h,. h;: k,(F) -+ H*(G,(2), H/2Z), can be defined in precisely 
the same way as h,. It is then clear that h, = info hi where inf is the 
natural inflation inf: H*(G,(2), H/2h) -+ H*(F, Z/22). The final result at the 
end of Section 5 is that whenever F is a Pythagorean field whose space of 
orders has finite chain length, the map hk: k,(F) + H*(G,(2), Z/22) is an 
isomorphism of graded rings. For simplicity, throughout Section 5 we shall 
denote the map hi by h,. and we shall denote the ring H*(G,(2), Z/2h) by 
H*(F. 2) wherever no confusion may arise. 
1. THE VALUATIONS 
Throughout the following K is a Pythagorean field, and T where 
K’ 5 T’ c K is a fan. [aI2 means the class of a in K./K”, and [a] means the 
class of a in K./T’. We define T2 = (x2: x E T}, and by R(T, K) we shall 
denote the set of all p E K./T’ for which T2 - p*T’ represents a nontrivial 
element of K./&T’. We always assume [K’ : T] 2 4. 
Claim. Either R(T, K)= (*T’} or R(T, K)= (kt, faT’) for some 
a E K’. 
Proof: Clearly the universality of the form Xz - Y2, together with the 
fact that Xz + ER represents squares, implies that X4 - Y4 represents any 
class in K’/K’*. Thus fT’ E R(T, K). Now suppose [t: - tia’] =/? where 
t,, t,E T and /?# +T’E K./T’. Then asp= [t, -at,][t, +at,] and as each 
factor is either 1 or [a] in K’/+T’ (assuming [aI2 # kl), it follows that 
p= [a] in K’/+T’. 
Next we assume there exist a, p E R(T, K) with a, /I, a/3 # 1 in K./k T. 
Then as T is closed under multiplication there exist x, , y, , y,, z, , z2 E T for 
which xi - a2y: = fat, and y: - /3’y: = @z2. But then (x: - a’y:) + 
a’(y: - P’y:) = faz, + fa*/?z,, i.e., xi - a’P*y: = far, + fa2/3z2. However 
the preceding paragraph implies that faz, + fa’pz, represents 1 or Cxp in 
K’/+T’. This contradicts the fact that T is a fan and proves the claim. ! 
Now we define: 
O,(K, 7) = (x E K: [x] @ R(T, K) and [ 1 + x] = 1 }, 
O,(K, 7) = (x E K: [x] E R(T, K) and xO,(K, T) G O,(K, T)}. 
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PROPOSITION 1. O(K, T) = O,(K, T) U O,(K, T) is a valuation subring 
of K. Furthermore, T is a trivial fan of E (i.e., [i? : F] < 4). 
Proof: We shall denote by [ I4 cosets in K./T”. The following facts are 
immediate and will be used often: 
(i) If [x]=u and [~r]=p, where a#-~, then [~+))]=a or/I. 
(ii) If [xl4 = 1 and [ JJ]~ = -a* for some a @ R(T, K), then [x + .Y] = 
kT’. 
We next must check many facts: 
(1) x E O,(K, T) implies -x E O,(K, T). 
ProoJ Let [x]=a&R(T,K). Then [x*]~=~‘so by (ii) [1-x’]=il. 
But x E O,(K, T) implies [l +x] = 1. Thus [ 1 -xl = fl. As [x] = a we 
have [ 1 -xl = 1, which shows -x E O,(K, T) as desired. 
(1’) x E O,(K, r) implies -x E O,(K, T). 
Proof Immediate from (1) and the definition of O,(K, T). 
(2) For [x] & R(K, T), x b?? O,(K, 7’) if and only if x-’ E O,(K, T). 
Proof: [1 +x]# 1 iff [1+x]= [x] iff [x-‘][l +xX]= [1 +x-‘]= 1. 
(2’) [x] E R(K, T), x & O,(K, T) implies x-r E O,(K, T). 
Proof: Let IV,, zEO,(K,T) be s.t. xw&O,(K,T) and x-‘z@O,(K,T). 
By (1) we may assume that [w] f -[z]. Then [l + xw] = [xw], and 
[ 1 f x-‘z] = [xz]. Thus [x + z] = [z], and replacing x by -x if necessary 
we have [ 1 + xw + x + z] is either [z] or [xw]. However w, z E O,(K, T) 
shows l=[l+w]=[l+z]. Thus [l+z+x(l+w)]=l or [x]. This 
contradiction proves (2’). 
(3) Let x, y, z E O,(K, 7’) with [xl, [y] # -[z], [x] # -[)‘I. Then if 
[xy] E R(T, K) we have xyz E O,(K, T). 
ProoJ l=[(l+x)(l+y)(l+z)] = [l+xlz+x+y+z+xy+)lz+ 
XZ]. Also [x( 1 + y) + Y( 1 + z) + z(1 + x)] = [x], [v], or [z], Thus 
subtraction gives [ 1 + xyz] = 1, -[xl, -[)‘I, or -[z], But our conditions on 
x, J’, z show that [xq’z] z -[xl, -[JJ], -[z]. Thus [1 +xyz] = 1 as needed. 
(3’) Let x, y, z E O,(K, r) with [x] = -[u] #-[z]. Then -xyz E 
O,K r>. 
Proof 1= [(I +x)(1 +.z)(l -y)] = [I --.uyr+x-JJ++-xxy+xz- 
JTZ]. Also [x(1 - y) - ~(1 + z) + z(1 + x)] = [x] or [z]. By subtraction 
again [ 1 -xyz] = 1, -[xl, or -[z]. But [-x-VZ] = [z] so that [l -xyz] = 1 
which proves (3’). 
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(4) Let x, y E O,(K, T). If [xy] e R(T, K), then xy E O,(K, T). 
ProoJ We clearly must have that [x] f -] y]. Then as [ 1 + y] = 1, 
[x+xy]=[x]. Thus [(1+x)-(x+xy)]=I or --[xl. But [1-xy]=l or 
-(xy] as [xy] # 1. As (,I?] f 1, [I - xy] = 1 as needed. 
(5) O(K, T) is closed under multiplication. 
ProoJ (i) If x, y E O,(K, T), then xy E O(K, T) follows immediately 
from (3), (3’), and (4). 
(ii) If x E O,(K, T) and y E O,(K, T), then xy E O,(K, T) by the 
definition of O,(K, 7). 
(iii) If x, y E O,(K, T), then for z E O,(K, 7’) we have yz E O,(K, T) 
and thus xyz E O,(K, T). Hence xy E O,(K, T) follows. 
(6) (.uJGR(T,K) and [2+x]= 1 implies [I +x]= 1. 
Proof: Assume that [I + x] = [xl. Then by (ii) we have that 
[l-(l+x)‘]=fl. Thus [2x+x*]=kl so that ]2+x]=k[x] a con- 
tradiction. 
(6’) [x] e R(T, K) and [4 + x] = 1 implies [ 1 f x] = 1. 
Proof Assume that [2 +x] = Ix]. Then as 2 E K.*, 4 E K.4 so that 
[414 = 1. Then by (ii) as above [4 - (2 +x)‘] = kl. Hence ]4x +x2] = fl 
so that 14 + x] = f [x], a contradiction. Thus [2 + x] = 1 and we are done 
by (6). 
(7) x,y~o,(K,T), [x+y]&R(T,K)impliesx+yEO,(K,T). 
Proof. [l+x]=l=[l+y] gives l=[l+x+l+y]=[2+(x+y)]. 
By(6)wehave l=[l-t(x+y)]sothatx+yEO,(K,T). 
(8) x, y E O,(K, T), [x + y] E R(T, K) implies x + y E O,(K, 7). 
Prooj As [x + y] E R(T, K), while [x] and [y] are not, we must have 
that Ix] = -] y]. Let z E O,(K, 7’). Replacing z by -z if necessary we may 
assume that [x -t- y)[z) # [y]. Then 1 = ](l +x)(1 + z) + (1 - y)(l -z)] = 
[Z + (x + y)z -+ (x - y)]. As (x - y] = [x] subtraction shows 
[ 2 + (x + y)z] = 1 or -[xl. Since by choice [(x + y).z) + --[xl, we have 
[2 + (x + y)z] = 1. Also as [x + y] E R(T, K) and [z] & R(T, K) it follows 
that [(x + y)z] CC R(T, K). So by (6) we have that [ 1 + (x + y)z] = 1 which 
shows that x + y E O,(K, 7). 
(9) x E O,(K, T), y E O,(K, T), [x f y] E R(T, K) implies x + y E 
O,(K 7-l. 
Proof. We have that [x + y] = [xl. T~u; z E O,(K, 79. Then 
1= [l +xy] = [l +xz] = [(l + y)(i +z,]. [l +xy+ 1 +x2 + 
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( 1 + J!)( 1 + z)] = 1 = (3 + (x + Y)z + z + y + xy J. Since we may assume 
that [x] # -1, we may further assume [z] +-[r] or -[xy]. Then 
[z + I’+q] = [z], [4’], or [xq’]. Thus [3 +(x t Y)Z] = 1, -[z], -[.Y], or 
-[xy]. But, by our assumptions [(x + .v)z] = [xz] f -[z], -[jr], or -[xq’]. 
Finally [3 + (x + J)Z] = 1 = [4 + (x t J~)z] SO [ 1 + (x t JJ)Z] = 1 by (6’). 
(10) x E O,(K, T), J’ E O,(K, T), [x t .v] & R(7’, K) implies x t .Y E 
O,K T). 
ProoJ As [x+J]=[J~], [lt(x+y)]=lor [y].Butalso[l+y]=l 
gives [ 1 + J’+ x] = 1 or [xl. Thus [ 1 t (x + JJ)] = 1 as needed. 
(11) x, ~1 E O,(K, T), [x t 4’1 E f?(T, K) implies x t .Y E O,(K, T). 
ProoJ LetzEO,(K,T).Thenasxz,yzEO,(K,T)wehave(ltxz]= 
]l+yz]=l.Thus [2+(x+~)z]=l sothat ]l+(x+.r)z]=l. 
(12) X, 1’ E O,(K, T), [x + y] 6Z R(T, K) implies x +yE O,(K T). 
ProoJ Suppose (x t y) @ O,(K, 7). By (2), (x + Y)~’ E Or(K, 0. 
Now as x2, XJ, ~7’ E O,(K, T) we have [I +x2(x+ y-y = 1, 
(1 +J++y)-‘]= 1, and [2 + 2x4’(x t ~7))‘1 = 1 so that [4 t (x2 t 
2.q t y2)(x + y) - ’ ] = 1. Thus [4t(xty)]=l and by (6’), [l+ 
(x + y)] = 1 as needed. 
We are now almost done. Facts (5) and (7~(12) show that O(K, r> is a 
subring of K. By (2) and (2’), it must be a valuation subring. Further, by (2) 
we see that all units of O(K, 7’) lie in 02(K, r>. Setting S c R(T, K) to be the 
subgroup generated by units of O(K, T) that become squares in K, we see 
that we may regard K./K.‘sR(T,K)/S. As [R(T, K): T] < 4 we have 
[I?.: F] < 4, proving the proposition. 1 
Proposition 1 is a constructive version of the theorem of Brocker [2] that 
asserts to every fan of a real field, there is a compatible valuation for which 
the induced fan on the residue field is trivial. In the next section this result 
will be used to prove the theorem of Brocker and Brown [2,4] characterizing 
Superpythagorean fields. 
Often we are interested in enlarging our valuation rings O(K, r). This is 
done as follows: 
Let Z? be a subgroup of K./T, such that R(T, K) G I?. Then we note that 
fact (ii) used in the proof of Proposition 1 remains true if R(T, K) is replaced 
by R’. Thus, if we define 
O,(K, T, I?) = (x E K: [x] tZ & and [ 1 + x] = I), 
Oz(K, T, Z?) = (x E K: [x] E R and xO,(K, T, I?) G O,(K, T, R)}, 
we have 
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PROPOSITION 2. O(K, T, I?) = O,(K, T, R) U O,(K, T, R) is a valuation 
subring of K. 
Proof. By the above remark on Z& the proof is formally identical to that 
of Proposition 1. 1 
Remark. We note that the valuations induced by the above rings are 
compatible with T, in the sense of Brijcker [2]. To see this we must show 
that (T~I U) + I c_ T, where U is the unit group of O(K, T, R), and I is the 
maximal ideal of O(K, T, RI). Let t E T n 17, and let 4’ E I. In case [J?] G R, 
then as t + J is a unit we must have [t + JP] E I?, which shows that 
[t + y] = [t] = T, so that t + 4’ E T. In case (y] E R, then for some 
z E O,(K, T, R) we must have that [-JY + z] = [z]. But then 
I(t + 4’) + (-4’ + z)] = [t + z] = T by the first case. Thus as [t + y] E l& we 
must have [t + 4’1 = T, since T is a fan. This shows t + J E T. 
Note. The following “sloppy” notational convention will be often used in 
the following sections: For a E K./K.2 or a E K./T, we shall also denote by 
a some element in K for which [aI2 = a or [a] = a, respectively. 
2. 2-HENSELIAN VALUATIONS 
We are especially interested in the case where O(K, T, R) gives a 2- 
Henselian valuation (i.e., Hensel’s lemma holds for 2-extensionsj. Our main 
result is 
THEOREM 1. O(K, T, If) is 2-Henselian if and only if for all t E T with 
[t12 # 1, tue have [ 1 - t] E R’. 
In case T = K.2, the second condition above becomes vacuous and we 
obtain (see [2, 41) 
THEOREM OF BR~CKER AND BROWN. K is Superpythagorean ifandonly 
if K carries a 2-Henselian valuation, whose residue class field is formally 
real and admits at most two orders. 
Proof. O(K, K.‘) is 2-Henselian by the above. As R(K.‘, K)G 
(*K.*, +aK.‘} for some a E K, it follows that E./Z?.* has at most four 
elements. This proves the Brocker-Brown theorem. 1 
We now proceed to the proof of Theorem 1. Suppose that O(K, T, R) is 2- 
Henselian, but [ 1 - t] &Z? where t E T with [t], # 1. Then as (1 - t) cannot 
be a unit, t cannot be integral as otherwise t would be a nonsquare whose 
residue class was a square. Thus ord(t) = ord(1 - t) < 0. But now, 
t-‘(1 -t)=t-‘- 1 is a unit. However [t-’ - l] = [t][ 1 -t], which cannot 
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be an element of R’. This contradition shows that if O(K, T, I?) is 2- 
Henselian, we must have [ 1 - t ] E l? whenever t E T and [t]* # 1. 
The converse is not so easy. We begin by remarking that our conditions 
on T and R  ^actually imply that [t, - r,] E R  ^whenever f,, I, E T with [t, I2 # 
(t,], . With this in mind we prove: 
Fact 1. x E T, [ JJ] $ R, [x + ~1 = [-Y] implies [x + ~11~ = [x]~. 
ProoJ Since x, x + J E T if [xl, # [x + ~1~ we would have 
[(x + y) - x] = [ JI] & R ,^ a contradiction. 
Fact 2. Suppose x E T, x is a unit in O(K, T, 8) with [xl? # 1. Then 
zc - z* is a unit for all z E O(K, T, I?). 
ProoJ: First we see [x-z’] E 8 by our conditions on T and d. Let 
~‘5 O,(K, T, R). Since x is a unit [x + y/?/2] = [xl, so by Fact 1 we have 
[x + JJ/~]* = [x12. Similarly as we may assume that z is a unit we have 
[z’- y/2]* = 1. Thus by our conditions on T and R ,^ 
[(x + y/2) - (z’ - y/2)] E R, i.e., [(x - 2’) + y] E 2. Since [y] is not an 
element of 2, [(x - z’) + JJ] = [x2 -z]. It follows that [ 1 + (x - z*)-‘y] = 1, 
and thus (-V-Z*)-’ E O(K, T, R). We now have that x-z* is a unit as 
desired. 
The proof ‘of the theorem is now easily concluded. Let x be a unit of 
O(K, T, &) with [x] # 1. Then for any unit U, [x - u*] = [x] or -1. Let 
z E O,(K, T, d) and assume [(x - u’) + z] = [z]. But as x is a unit, 
[x + z] = [x] and thus [(x + z) - u’] = [ x or -1. This contradiction shows ] 
that [(x - u’) + z] = [x - u*] so that x - U* is a unit. In particular for any 
such x, I can never be a square in the residue field of O(K, T, R). 
Next we note that if [x] = 1 but [xl2 # 1, then Fact 2 shows that if x is a 
unit, then X cannot be a square in the residue field of O(K, T, I?). Thus 
Hensel’s lemma holds for quadratic extensions of K and consequently must 
hold for all 2-extension of K. This proves Theorem 1. 1 
3. RELATIONSHIP TO MURRAY MARSHALL'S SPACES OF ORDERS 
In this section we shall study the relationship between our valuations and 
the structure theory for spaces of orderings as exibited in Marshall in 
[ 1 l-141. In fact we shall see that the techniques used by Brocker, Craven, 
and Marshall in constructing Pythagorean fields with given Witt Rings exibit 
essentially the only manner in which such fields may arise. (See [3, 5, 111.) 
We recall Marshall’s main results and notation. For a Pythagorean field 
K, X, = set of orderings of K, and the pair (X,, K./K.*) is called a space of 
orderings where we regard X, as a subset of characters in Hom(K./K.*, 
{ + 1 }). Marshall gives axioms for abstract spaces of orders (A’, G), which I 
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described earlier. In this section we only use his two basic constructions for 
building new spaces out of old. 
First there is the group extension of (X’, G’) by H. This is the space 
(X, G) with G = G’ @ H, where H is some elementary 2-group and X is the 
set of all extensions of elements of X’ to G. Second, there is the direct sum 
(X, G) = (X,, G,) 0 (X,, G,), which means that G = G, 0 G, and 
X = X, U X,, where 8 E Xi is defined to act trivially on Gj for i # j. 
Our task is to interpret these decompositions of (X,, K./K.‘) in terms of 
valuations on our Pythagorean field K. We shall first assume that (X, G) = 
(X,, K./K.‘) is a proper group extension of (X’, G’), which itself is not a 
proper group extension. We let T c (X’, G’) be a fan (i.e., T c G’, and for all 
U. p e G’ with a, /I?. C$ 4 + T there is an order 8 E X’ with O(T) = 1 = 0(a), 
but e(p) = --I). We note that since all orders of X’ extend to G in every 
possible way, it is clear that T may be regarded as a fan of (X, G). and in 
particular as a fan of K. We shall assume T # K’. We first give: 
Fact 3. If T is a minimal fan, then for some t E T with [t12 # 1 it 
happens that [ 1 - t] f +T. 
Proof: Assume to the contrary. As T # K.* there is some order of K 
whose positive cone, P, does not contain T. Then T’ = T n P is a preorder of 
K of index 2 in T. Expressing T = 7* U a7”, we see immediately that 
T + aT’ = 7’ U aT’. Further our hypotheses imply that r - aT’ C_ 
TV-T= P UaT’U -P u -aT. As P is a preorder it follows that 
T’ - aT = r U -aT. Finally, for b 6? *T we see that T’ + bT’ s 
P U aT U bT U abT. But if Y + bT’ represents an element from aT’, we 
see that T - aT represents an element from -bT’, contrary to our 
assumption. Thus T is a fan, a contradiction. 
LEMMA 1. If T is a minimal fan, then R(T, K) c G’. 
Proof: First we note that for any yE G - G’ that [ 1 + yJ2 = 1 or [y12. 
For if a is any square class # 1, y, then the definition of G’ ensures that there 
is an order of K for which y is positive and a is negative. 
Now suppose that R(T, K) = (+T, k:yT} with y E G - G’. Without loss of 
generality we may assume that y E K is chosen s.t. [ 1 - r’] f fT and in fact 
that [l-y]*= 1 but [l +y12=y. Let aE T be s.t. [l --a12= [p126Z *T. 
We note that [PI, E G’, for if [PI, E G - G’, there would be an order of K in 
which a < 0 and p ( 0. But now as Lp12 E G’, [PI2 6C f T, we must have 
[/I] @ R(T, K). Thus as [ 1 --PI1 = [aI2 E T and as [ 1 -/?I2 E +T, we must 
have [ 1 +/3]* E fT. 
In particular by the first remark above this implies that [ (1 + y)( 1 + p) + 
(1 - y)(l -/?)I* = *yt or a for some t E T. But clearly [2 + 2$]* = 1 or #I 
a contradiction as /I 6? *T. This proves Lemma 1. m 
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According to the proof of Lemma 1, we see that if a E T, then 
[ 1 - a]? E G’. Since R(T, K) G G’, we may set R = G’. We have 
THEOREM 2. O(K, T, 8) is a 2-Henselian valuation subring of K. The 
space of orders of the residue class field may identified bdth (Xl, G’). 
Proof. The first statement follows by the above remarks, and by the 
results of Section 2. For the second statement we see that the square class 
group of the residue class field is necessarily a subgroup of R = G’. If it did 
not equal G’, it would follows that (X’, G’) is the space of order of a 
nontrivial 2-Henselian field. This would contradict the fact that (xl. G’) is 
not a group extension. I 
COROLLARY. Let K be a Pythagorean field tithose space of orders is a 
proper group es-tension. Then K./K.’ has at most four elements, or K carries 
a nontrivial 2-Henselian valuation. 
We now treat the case where (X,. K./K.‘) is a direct sum. We express 
(X,, K./K.‘) = (X, G) = (X,, G,) @ . . . 0 (X,, G,). Let ret: K./K.’ -+ G, be 
the natural projection, and let Ti c Gi be a fan of (Xi, Gi). 
Fact 4. fi=lr;‘(Ti)= Tie @i+jGj is a fan of (X,, K./K.‘). 
ProoJ First note that as G,/T, z (K./K.*)/pi, every coset of pj is of the 
form afi where a E Gi. Now suppose that fi + aFi represents yFl where 
a & -fi. If y@ TiUaTi, as y E Gi, we note that there is an order of Xi in 
which Ti, aTi are positive, but yT, is negative. However this order extends to 
an order of X, in which @ ,tj Gj is positive. Thus pii. afi are positive, while 
yFi is negative. This contradiction shows that y E Ti U aTi and so fi is a 
fan. 
We now assume that each (Xi, Gi) is a proper group extension of some 
(Xi, G;). In Marshall’s terminology this means that (Xi, Gi) is an E-I 
(= elementary indecomposable) direct summand of (X, G). In this case we 
can choose Ti c G; to be a fan of (Xi, G;), which of course may be regarded 
as a fan of (X,, Gi). We have the following analogue of Lemma 1: 
LEMMA 2. R(fi,K)cG;@@i,jGj. 
ProoJ First we note that for y, E Gi - G; and for any yz, y3 E @i+j Gj 
we have that (1 @ yz, y, @ y3) represents only square classes of the form 
~@Y,,~~Y,OY~~ where y4, ys E oizj Gj. For if a # 1, y, and a E Gi, then 
the definition of Gi ensures that there is an order of Xi in which y, is positive 
and a is negative. As this order extends trivially to @i,j Gi it follows that 
no class a @ ys, y6 E @Jisj Gj can be represented. 
NowwesupposethatR(Ti,K)=(f~~,fy~~}where~=y,Oy,withy,E 
Gi - G; and y2 E Biti Gj. Then as in the proof of Lemma 1 we may assume 
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that [l -y’j=yF, and that [l-y],= l@y,, [1 +yj2=y,@y4 for some 
Y3r 1’4’ Next we note that there must be some Q E K for which [aI2 E Ti, 
IaL f 1, and [ 1 - alZ = [PI2 E G; - (fT,). For otherwise, setting R  ^= 
R( fi, K) it follows from Theorem 1 that the valuation given by O(K, Tti, I?) 
would be nontrivial and 2-Henselian’, clearly a contradiction to the structure 
of the space of orders of K. But now [ 1 - p] Z = [a]* E Ti and /I & R(Ti, K) 
implies [l +/?12E l pi as [1 -p’] = [l +p][l -p] = +T1. Finally as before 
we have that [(l+y)(l+P)+(l-y)(l-P)],=ftiy,@ys or a@y,, 
where ti E Ti. However by the above remarks we have that [2 + 2ya], = 
1 @ y, or /?y, @ ys. But as /I 6Z +T, we have a contradiction, proving the 
lemma. I 
We now consider Ri = G: @ @i+j Gj. Then by Lemma 2, R(~i, K) E Ri 
and we may consider the valuation ring O(K, p,, pi). This ring is not 2- 
Henselian, so we let Ki = a 2-Henselization of K under this valuation. We 
remark that Ki is a nonuniquely determined subfield of R where R is the 
maximal 2-extension of K. 
LEMMA 3. K;/K;’ z Gi. 
Proof: First we note that if y E Oitj Gj, then it must happen that 
whenever y < 0 in an order of K, all of Gi > 0. Thus (1, -y) represents all of 
Gi in K. Assume for such y E K we have that [ 1 - y12 E G, - G:. Then as 
[ 1 - y] 65 Ri, (1 - y) cannot be a unit of O(K, pi, ffi). It follows that either y 
is a unit of O(K, pii, fii) for which jj is a square in F, or else ord(y) < 0. If 
ord(y) < 0, then ord(y) = ord( 1 - y) and so y-‘( 1 - y) must be a unit. But 
[y-‘( 1 - y)] = [y][ 1 - y] CZ gi, a contradiction. Thus for such y, y is a unit 
and j7 is a square in I?. 
According to the proof of Theorem 1 we see that if x is a unit of 
O(K, Fi, R  ^i), and if 2 is a square in the residue field, then x E fi. Thus, to 
finish the proof we must show that whenever x E Tic Gi, with [xl, # 1, 
then 2 is not a square in the residue field. Assume for such an x we have a 
unit u for which (u2 -x) is not a unit. As [xl2 E G: we see that [u’ - xl2 E 
Gi @ @i+j Hj, for otherwise there would be an order of K with x < 0 but 
[u’ --x]~ < 0 also. Thus we have [u’ -xl, E ffi. 
But now let J’E O,(K, pip;., Ri). As u’, -x are both units, [u2 + ~7/2] = 1 
and [-x + y/2] = [-xl. Th us [u2+y/212= l@y, and [-x+y/2j2= 
[-xl, @ y., for some y2, y3 E @jizj Gj, by the argument at the beginning of 
the proof of Lemma 2. From this it follows that[(U2 + y/2) + (-x + y/2)12 = 
[(a’- X) + JJ]~ = 10 y4 or [-xl2 0 y4 for some y4. In particular 
11 +(u’-,x)-‘?‘I= I, and so we have (u’-x)-l E O,(K, fi,Ri). This 
proves the lemma. I 
We next prove our structure theorem where (X,, K./K.2) is a direct sum 
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of E-I or one element subspace. Expressing (X, G) = (X, , G,) @ ... 0 
(X,, G,) we define Kj to be the above 2-Henselization of K, unless Xi has 
only one element in which case we define Ki to be an Euclidean closure of K 
with respect to this order. 
THEOREM 3. K = (Ji Ki, K’/K.2 z Ki/Ki* @ ... @ K,/K;‘, and ever) 
order of K extends uniquely to an order of one and only one Ki. 
ProoJ: That K.IK.2 z Ki/Ki’ @ . . . @ K;/Kz is clear by Lemma 3. Since 
each Ki is either a 2-Henselization or an Euclidean closure, it is obtained 
from K by successive quadratic extensions. Thus we clearly have K = ni Ki, 
in view of the structure of K./K .2. Finally the statement about the orders of 
K is a direct consequence of the definition of direct sums for spaces of 
orders. This proves the theorem. 1 
Remark 1. It should be clear that the space of orders of Ki is (Xi, G,), 
and that the space of orders of the residue field Ki is (Xj, G:). 
Remark 2. Marshall has shown [ 141 that if a space of orders has “finite 
chain length” (to be discussed shortly), then it is either a proper group 
extension, or it is a direct sum of E-I subspaces. Thus our results apply in 
these cases. In particular they apply to Pythagorean fields with finite square 
class groups. See Remark 3 below and the following section. 
Remark 3. In Marshall’s paper [ 1 l] he shows inductively that each of 
his finite spaces of orders is realized by some Pythagorean field. The two 
theorems of this section show that the techniques he used in constructing 
such fields exibit essentially the only manner in which such fields may arise. 
Thus viewed inductively, our results here give the structure of all 
Pythagorean fields with finite square class groups in terms of 2-Henselian 
valuations and Euclidean closures. 
4. AN APPLICATION TO HIGHER PYTHAGOREAN FIELDS 
In this section we prove: 
THEOREM 4. Let K be a real field for which K.4 + K.4 = Ke4, and such 
that K./K.2 is finite. Then K is Superpythagorean, i.e., K.2 is a fan. 
Proof: Becker has shown that such a field is Pythagorean [ 11. Let 
(X,, K./K.*) = (X, G) be the space of orders of K and assume that K.* is not 
a fan. First we suppose that (X, G) is a nontrivial group extension. Then by 
Theorem 2, K carries a nontrivial 2-Henselian valuation whose residue field 
has a space of orders which is not a group extension. Further, the hypotheses 
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of Theorem 4 clearly apply to this residue field. Thus it suffrces to prove our 
results in the case where the space of orders of K is a direct sum of E-I 
(= proper group extension or one element) subspaces. 
LEMMA 4. Suppose K is as just mentioned. Then for all a E K./K.2 one 
of ( 1, a) or ( 1, -a) represents more than two elements of K./K.2. 
ProoJ Express (X,G)=(X,,G,)@(X,,G,). Let a@P#+l be an 
element of G, where a E G, and p E G,. Replacing a @/I by -(a @ p) = 
-a @ -p if necessary, we may assume that a # 1. Thus whenever a < 0 in 
an order of K, we know that order must be trivial on G,. In particular, in 
this case /? > 0. Thus (1, -a) represents /3, and in fact it represents 
-ap = -(a BP). Hence (1, a @ /?) represents a. If /I = 1, then a @ /3 = a and 
(1, -a) represents G,, proving the lemma. m 
Next, for a, /3 E K./K.’ with a # fl #j?, we define a symmetric binary 
relation @(a, /?) by: 8(a, /I) holds if and only if there exist x, y, z E K. for 
which x4 - a’y” = p2z4. W e shall view 0(a, p) as a binary relation on the set 
K./+K.2 - {f 1 }. 
LEMMA 5. For ail a E K./fK.’ - (f 1) there is a /? # a, /3 E 
K./fK.’ - (+ 1 } for which @(a, p) holds. 
Proof By Lemma 4 we may assume there are x, y E K for which 
[x2 + ay’], = y with y # 1, a. Then as [x2 - ay2], = A. # fy, fay we have 
that [x4 - a’y”], = Ay # f 1 or fa. Now our hypothesis that K.* + K.4 = K.4 
implies that the set of elements represented by X4 - a2Y4 is multiplicatively 
closed. So it follows from the above that X4 - a2Y4 = (A?)224 can be solved 
in K. Thus 0(a, ,Ir) holds and we are done. I 
We can now finish the proof of Theorem 4 by using a simple counting 
argument. First we note that for all a E K./*K.2 - (f I}, H, = (y: @(a, y) 
holds} U ([*l]} is a subgroup of K./+K.2. Thus for each such a there are 
an odd number of /I E K*/*K.2 - ( f 11 for which t9(a, p) holds. Furthermore 
K./fK.’ - ( f 11 has an odd number of elements. 
Consider (Q, p)] as a collection of unordered pairs. If we count the 
number of elements that occur in the unordered pairs in (13(a, p)t with the 
multiplicity which they occur, we should get an even number, as they occur 
in pairs. However, Lemma 5 and the preceding paragraph shows that each of. 
the odd number of elements of K./fK.2 - (A- 11 must occur an odd number 
of times. Hence we should count an odd number. This contradiction shows 
that no relation &a, j?) can exist. This proves Theorem 4. m 
Remark. Let K be a superpythagorean field, for which K./K,’ is not 
necessarily finite, and for which K.4 + K,’ = K.4. We claim that R(K.‘, K) = 
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(fK.‘}. For let a E K./K.2, and assume that a # f 1. Then as the form 
X2 t aY2 represents only 1 and a in K./K.‘, it happens that it only 
represents elements of the form q2 and a~’ in K./K.4. A similar remark for 
X2 - aY2 shows that X4 - a*p can represent only elements of the form +$ 
and fa$ in K./K.‘. 
Our condition that K.4 t K.4 = K.4 implies that XJ - azY4 represents a 
multiplicative subgroup of K./K.‘. Thus, if it represents an element of the 
form faq2, then it represents a2. However if X4 - a2Y’ = a2Z4 is solvable in 
K. it happens that K.4 t K.4 represents a*, a contradiction. We thus obtain 
the following result of Becker [ 1 ]: 
THEOREM. A field K is Superpythagorean and satisfies K.” + K.J = K,4 
if and on@ if it carries a 2-Henselian valuation with a Euclidean residue 
class Jield. Furthermore, any such Jield also satisfies the properties 
K.2” t K.“’ = K.‘“for all natural numbers n. 
ProoJ According to the above remark and Theorem 1, the desired 
valuation is given by the ring O(K, K.2). The rest is immediate. 1 
In particular, it now follows from our Theorem 4 that in any real field 
with finite square class group, for which K.4 t K.4 = K.4, it must happen 
that K.2” + K.“‘= K.2” for all na tural n. This partially answers a question 
raised by Becker in [ 11.’ 
5. APPLICATIONS TO K-THEORY 
In the following we fix K a Pythagorean field whose space of orders has 
finite chain length in the sense of [ 141. This means there is a maximal n such 
that Wd& %Q>f em- W%>> in K. Marshall has shown that these 
spaces of ordrs have many properties similar to finite spaces. In particular: If 
(X, G) has finite chain length and is not a group extension, then it is a direct 
sum of E-I subspaces. Further, if (X, G) = (X,, G,) @ . . . @ (X,, G,), then 
cl(X) = cl(X,) + a. * + cl(X,), where cl( ) means chain length, i.e., the 
above n. 
We shall use the two theorems proved earlier, which correspond in the 
field theory to the above. Thus if (X,, K./K.2) z (X’, G’) X H is a group 
extension, then we know that K carries a 2-Henselian valuation for which 
K./K.* z G’ and ord(K)/2 ord(K) z H (assuming X’ contains more than one 
clement). Also we know that if (X,, K./K.‘) z (X,, G,) @ ... @ (X,, G,). 
then there are valuations (or orders) ui of K s.t. if Ki is a 2-Henselization (or 
’ J. Harman has recently shown that for all formally real fields K if K.’ + K.” = K.‘, then 
K.‘” + K.” = K.‘” for all natural n. 
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Euclidean closure) of K w.r.t. ui, we have that K = ni Ki and 
(Xa,, K;/K;‘) z (Xi, GJ. 
We recall that I(K) denotes the ideal of even-dimensional forms in B’(K). 
As in [ 151 we denote Milnor’s quotients of K-groups by k,(K). 
THEOREM 5. If (X,, K./K.‘) has finite chain length as above, then 
Milnor’s maps s,: k,,(K) + I”(K)/I”+ ‘(K) are isomorphisms for all n. 
Proof. The proof proceeds by induction on the chain length of X(K). If 
cl(X(K)) < 2, then K is Superpythagorean so we are done by the results of 
Elman and Lam [6]. We assume the result for chain length < c and prove for 
C. 
Case 1. (X,X/K+(X,,G,)O .*a @ (X,, G,), where each (Xi, Gi) 
is an E-I subspace. We express K = ni Ki where X(K,) z (Xi, GJ. By 
induction the result holds for each Ki. 
We identify K./K.‘= G, @ ..a @ G, = Ki/Ki’@ *a. @ KJK;. The 
inclusions K + Ki induce maps qni: k,(K) + k,(Ki). Together they induce a 
map h: k,(K) -, k,(K,) 0 .a. @ k,(K,). We claim that p,, is an 
isomorphism. 
Recall that I: K./K.= + k,(K) denotes the usual identification. Then the 
surjectivity of rp, is easy, for 1 @ ... @ (l(a,) @ ... 0 /(a,))@ ... 0 1 is 
necessarily the image of l(lO...OalO...O1)O...O1(lO...O 
a, @ . . . @ 1) in view of the identification already mentioned. For injectivity 
we let y = Cf=, [(ali) 0 ... 0 /(a,) E k,(K). By decomposing each aij into 
its components in the identification K./K.2 = G, @ ..a 0 G,, and expanding 
by multilinearity in the tensor algebra k,(K) 0 -0. 0 k,(K), we may assume 
each aij lies in some G,. Now suppose that for some j, i, i’, t, t’ with i # i’ 
and t # t’ that aijE G, and a,.j E G,.. Then I claim f(a,)@ I(aijj) = 0 in 
k,(K). For clearly any order of K in which aij < 0 must have ai,j > 0. Thus 
(1, -a,/) represents a,,j from which it follows that I(aij) @ I(aiTj) = 
Z(aij) @ I( 1 - aij) = 0 E k,(K). 
We now have shown that for y E k,(K), y = C;=, l(a,j) 0 ... @f(anj) 
where we have aij E G,, for all i, j. Thus for such y, y = y1 + ... + yrn where 
we may regard yt E k,(K,). In particular o,(y) = 0 if and only if oni = 0 
for all i = l,..., m. This happens precisely when there are expressions yi = 
Cf = 1 I(b tj) 0 . . . Oj(b,) with 6, E Gi, and for all j there are t, t’ s.t. 
(1, -b,) represents blpj in Ki. But since the space of orders of K is the direct 
sum of the spaces of the Ki, such a representation must already be valid in 
K. Thus we must have had yi= 0 in K to begin with. This shows o, is 
injective. 
According to the Craven-Marshall [5, 111 description of the Witt ring of 
K it follows immediately that I”(K)/Z” ’ ‘(K) z @YE, Z”(Ki)/l”’ ‘(Ki). The 
isomorphism stated in the theorem now follows from the commutativity of: 
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UKi) > Z”(K,)/Z” + ‘(Ki) 
k,(K) 
Case 2. We next assume that (X,, K./K.‘) z (X’, G’) X H is a group 
extension where (X’, G’) decomposes into a direct sum. Now K carries a 2- 
Henselian valuation for which (X,, K./K.‘) z (X’, G’). In fact, since cl(K) = 
cl(K), the theorem holds for Z? by Case 1. We have W(K) z W(K)[H], so if 
(h,, h, ,... } is a Z/22 basis for H, it follows that if (fii} is a basis for Z’(K), 
then {Aj @ ((-hi ,,..., -hi.-,)): i, ,..., in-j are distinct} is a basis of Z”(K) (see 
[6, p. 11911). 
Let 5;’ be the inverse of f,,: k,(K) + Z”(K)/Z”“(K). Then clearly 
gnieuij) @ /(hi,) 0 . . . @ &hi._,): i, ,..., i, -j are distinct} generates k,(K). 
by definition we have s,(S;;‘&) @ Z(hi,) 0 **. 0 Z(hi.,)) = 
Jj @ ((-hi,,..., -h,.-,)), we must have that s,: k,(K)-+ Z”(K)/Z”+ ‘(K) is an 
isomorphism. This proves Theorem 5. ! 
Our next goal is to prove: 
THEOREM 6. Zf (X,, K./K.‘) has finite chain length as above, then 
Milnor’s maps h,: k,(K) -+ H”(K, 2) are isomorphisms for all n. 
First we must prove four technical lemmas. 
LEMMA 6. In the above situation we have an injection cp: k,(K)+ 
rI OEX, k,(K,), where K, is a Euclidean closure of K w.r.t. a. 
ProoJ Again we proceed by induction on cl(K). The case of cl(K) < 2 is 
supplied by [6] as before. If (X,, K./K.‘) g (X, , G,) @ 0.. @ (X,, G,), we 
know by the proof of Theorem 5 that k,(K) z k,(K,) @ ..a @ k,(K,). So as 
for each i pi: k,(Ki) -+ n 
rI 
asXKi k,(K,) is injective, it follows that k,(K)+ 
aEx, k,(K,) is injective since X, =X, U . a+ U X,,,. 
In case (X,, K./K.‘) z (X’, G’) x H we follow the proof of [6]. We have 
that k,,(K) is generated by ( gi @ I(h,,) @ .ee @ l(h,,J: i, ,..., in-j are distinct}, 
where gj E kj(K) and (h,, h,,...} are a basis for H. t et y = x:f=, y, be a sum 
of such generators of k,(K). Assume that yi contains a minimal number of 
terms of the form Z(h),) @ .-. @ f(hi,- ), 
h 
i.e., n - j is minimal. By absorbing yi 
into yi if necessary we may assume t at for each t, 1 < t < s there is some hit 
not occurring in (hi, ,..., htmmj) for which Z(h,l) occurs in yI. We have y, = 
gl 0 [(hi,) 0 *a. 0 /thin-,), so let E be an order of K for which i,: k,(K) + 
kj(K,) maps gj to a nonzero element. Then choosing CE to be an extension of 
5 to K for which &(hi,) = -l,..., &(h,“,) = -1 but B(h,) = I for all other h, 
gives the desired conclusion. For in k,(K,) we must have that y, # 0, while 
each other y, = 0, 1 < t < s. This proves Lemma 6. m 
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We next give two lemmas which will be used inductively in the proof of 
Lemma 9. In this lemma K need not be Pythagorean. 
LEMMA 7. Let K E K, n K, and assume that (i) K./K.‘+ K/K;‘@ 
KiIKi’ is subjective and that (ii) for all a, p E K, (1, a) represents /? in K if 
and only if (1, a) represents /? in both K, and K,. Then K also satisjies (iii) 
for all rp E W(K) with dim(q) > 2, v, represents p E K if and only if q 
represents p in K, and K,, and (iv) for all rp E I’(K), cp is hyperbolic over K 
if and only if cp is hyperbolic over both K, and K, . 
Proof: For (iii) we proceed by induction on dim(p) > 2. If (p = (a,, a,), 
then as (a,, a?) represents b in K if and only if (1, a, a2) represents a, b in K, 
the result follows from (ii). Suppose rp = (a, ,..., a,) + (a,,+ ,) represents b in 
both K, and K,. Pick ci E Ki such that (a, ,..., a,) represents ci in Ki and 
such that (ci, a,, + ,) re p resents b in Ki. By (i) there is some c E K such that 
[cl2 = [ci12 in Ki for i = 1,2. In particular, we see that by induction that 
(a , ,..., a,) represents c in K, and that (c, a,, + ,) represents b in K. This proves 
(iii). 
To prove (iv), let p E 12(K) and suppose that rp is hyperbolic in both K, 
and K,. Then as p represents 1 in both K, and K, by (iii) we may express 
rp = (1) + cp’ with dim(#) 2 3. As I@ represents -1 in both K, and K, again 
it follows from (iii) that rp’ represents -I in K. Thus we have v, = 
(1)+(-l)+@‘. By induction one sees that v, = m . (1, -1) + w  with 
dim(W) = 2. But as cp E I’(K), it follows that w  = 0 proving (iv). a 
LEMMA 8. Let K E K, n K, and assume that (i) K./K.‘+ Ki/Ki’@ 
Ki/Ki’ is subjective and that (ii) for all a, /I E K, (1, a) represents /I in K if 
and only if (1, a) represents /I in both K, and Kz. Then for any y E K we 
have K[&] G K, [fi] n K,[fi] and both (i) and (ii) hold. 
Proof: It is well known that K[fi]./K[fi].2 E K./( 1, Y)K.’ 0 
D(1, -y)/K.’ so in order to verify (i) we must show that if 
(1 CD [r’- $]2),E Kj[fi]'/Kj[fi]"v h 
of K[fil~lK[h2~ 
t en it is the image of some element 
whose Ki[hl~IK~[hI’2 class is 1 (i # j E ( 1, 2)). 
Noting that the form (1, -r) represents ([r’ - y~‘]~)~ in Ki/Kj2, and that it 
represents 1 in K;/K;2, by (ii) applied to K we have that there are r’, s’ E K 
for which [r” - ys”], = 1 in K;/Ki2 and =[r2 - ys2], in Kj/K,:‘. Multiplying 
r’ -fis’ by a suitable constant from K thus gives the desired element. This 
proves (i). 
For (ii) we let a, j3 E K[ fi] and we assume that ( 1, a) represents j? in 
both K,[fi] and K,[fi]. Recall the exact sequence: O-+ (1, -7) W(K,)-+ 
WWj) +ir W(K,[diI 1 *s, W(Kj) (see [9]), where ij. is induced by inclusion 
and sj, is Scharlau’s transfer induced by the linear map Sj: Kj[&] -+ K. with 
1 I+ 0 and fib 1. As (1, a, -13, -a/l) is hyperbolic in W(K,[&]), it 
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follows that sj.(( 1, a, -p, -a/3)) is hyperbolic in W(Kj). But note that 
s*(( 1, a, --A -aP)) E z*(K) as its signed determinant is 1. Thus by 
Lemma 7(iv) we have s*(( 1, a, -/I, -a/3)) = 0. 
The exact sequence now implies that (1, a, -$I, -a& is the image of 
(l.q,, q2,q1q2) under i* for some q,,q2EK. Now as (l,q,, q2,q,q2) is 
hyperbolic in KJfi] for j=l,2 we have that (l,q,, q2,q,q2)E 
(I, -y) . W(KJ. This is equivalent to (q, , q2, q, q2, r) being isotropic in Kj. 
By (iii) of Lemma 7 we conclude that (q,, q2, q,q2, y) is isotropic in K so 
that (Lq,, q2, q,q2) E (1, -y) . W(K). It finally follows that (1, a) 
represents a in K[&] proving (ii). i 
We now continue to assume that K, K,, and K, are all Pythagorean. 
LEMMA 9. Suppose that K = K, n K, and that the space of orders of K 
is the direct sum of the spaces of K, and K,. Further assume that H*(K,, 2) 
is generated b}l quaternion algebras for i = 1,2. Then H*(K, 2) 2 
H*(K, ,2) 0 H*(K,, 2) and is generated by quaternion algebras. 
Proof First, as any quaternion algebra defined over K, or K, is 
actually defined over K, the surjectivity of the above map (induced by 
inclusions) is clear. To prove the lemma it remains to show that the map is 
injective. 
Let c E H*(K, 2). If c # 0, then there is a 2-extension of K, say K[a] in 
which the restriction res(c) is nonsplit, but for which there is a quadratic 
extension K[a][&] which splits res(c). Thus the restriction res(c) E 
H*(K[a], 2) is a nontrivial element of H*(K[a][fi]/K[a]) where by 
H*Wbl hh1/JW) we mean the set of classes of H*(K[a], 2) that split over 
K[a][&]. Identifying H*(K[a][fi]/K[a])zKK[a]./D(l, -y) and noting by 
Lemma 8 that an element of K[a] is represented by (1, -7) if and only if it 
is represented by (1, -7) in both K,[a] and K,[a], one sees that res(c) must 
be a non-trivial class in one of H*(K,[a], 2) or H*(K,[a], 2). This gives 
injectivity and proves the lemma. 1 
LEMMA 9’. Under the hypotheses of Lemma 9 it must happen that 
G,(2) 2 G,,(2) * G,*(2), where * denotes the free product in the category of 
pro 2-groups. 
Proof: According to Proposition 2 of [7] it suffices to show that 
H’(K, 2) s H’(K,, 2) @ H’(K,, 2) for i = 1,2. The case of i = 1 follows from 
the fact that the space of orders of K is the direct sum of the spaces of K, 
and K,. The case of i = 2 is Lemma 9. I 
We at last prove Theorem 6. The injectivity of (either) h, will follow from 
Lemma 6 using the techniques of Elman and Lam. Consider the 
commutative diagram: 
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H”(K, 2) - n H”W,v 2) 
R EXg 
Since each h,, is an isomorphism, and as (p is injective it follows that h, is 
injective. 
The surjectivity of h, will now be shown by induction on cl(K). If 
cl(K) = 1, then K is Euclidean and the result is well known. If cl(K) = 2, 
then by the Brocker-Brown theorem, K carries a 2-Henselian valuation 
whose residue field is either Euclidian or is the intersection of at most two 
Euclidian fields. Thus this case will follow once we give our usual inductive 
argument. 
We first suppose that (X,, K./K.*) z (X,, G,) 0 .a. 0(X,, G,). As usual 
we have K=K,n ..- n K, where the result holds for each Ki. Let R be the 
maximal 2-extension of K, and note that Ki c K for each i. Setting 
G = G,(2) and Gi = G,(2) we see that Lemma 9’ implies that G z 
G, * .a. * G,, where as before * denotes the free product in the category of 
pro-2 groups. As it is well known that H*(G, * ..a * G,) z H*(G,) 0 ..a 0 
H*(G,), the surjectivity of h,, follows from the commutative diagram: 
H”(G,Z/2Z)sH”(G, * .a. * G,,Z/2Z)2HH”(G,,Z/2Z)@ .-a @H”(G,, Z/22) 




k,(K,) 0 a.- 0 k,(K,) 
and the surjectivity of each hni. 
We next assume that (X,, K./K.2) z (X’, G’) x H, where (X’, G’) is the 
space of orders of the residue field of K under some 2-Henselian valuation. 
We claim it suffices to treat the case where HZ Z/22, for the general finite 
H then follows by induction using the usual techniques of treating the 
valuation on K as a composite valuation. The infinite H case will then follow 
by Lemma 6.2 of [ 151, as it is possible to regard K as a direct limit of K’s 
which have finite H. 
We again set K = the maximal 2-extension of K, and we set K, c K to be 
the maximal unramified 2-extension of K. Then as Gal(K/K,) z Z, 
(topologically), as in the proof of Theorem 6.3 of [ 151, we note that the 
Lyndon spectral sequence associated to the exact 
(*) 0 + Gal(K/K,) + Gal(K/K) + Gal(K,/K) --) 0 
gives Ei,9 = H”(i?, Hq(Z,, Z/22)) =s- Hp+q(K, 2). As H’(Z,, Z/22) Z Z/22, 
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H’(Z,, Z/2Z)r Z/22, and Hq(Z,, Z/22)= 0 for 4 > 1, we find that 
Efqq = 0 for 4 > 1, and that EFVo z HP@?, 2) 2 Eqv’. Since (*) is split, 
Theorem 4 of [8] implies that d,: E2p+‘*‘-+ Ef*’ is zero. It follows that 
H”(K, 2) E H”(j?, 2) @ H”- ‘(E, 2). 
We recall that if 0 # h E H, and if Ti is a basis of k,(K), then we saw that 
Ti U Ti-, @ I(h) was a basis of I#). The surjectivity of h, now follows 
since our basis elements of the form 7 @ f(h) map to the corresponding basis 
elements h-,-,(y) E H”-‘(K) in the above identification. We finally remark 
that this also shows that H*(K, 2) is generated by quaternion algebras, 
whenever the same is true for i?. Thus the hypotheses of Lemma 9 may be 
applied inductively. This proves Theorem 6. 1 
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